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The blockchain-based traceability in agri-food marketing has brought a

disruptive paradigm shift by removing the inherent information asymmetry

problem. Likewise, revealing su�cient product quality and attributes

information could break agricultural markets’ “Lemon Market” dilemma.

This study takes the fresh fruit with blockchain traceability QR label as a case

and systematically investigates the influence of consumers’ food control risk

attitude on information-seeking intentions. We utilized online survey data of

1,058 fresh fruit buyers and simultaneously applied ordinary least square (OLS),

ordered logit model (Ologit), and propensity scorematching (PSM) approaches

to overcome the potential self-selection biases and confounding factors. The

results show that risk attitude significantly negatively impacts consumers’

information seeking fresh fruits. The stronger consumers’ risk preference,

the lower the probability of information seeking. Furthermore, we used PSM

to overcome potential sample selectivity bias; therefore, PSM reinforces the

significance of OLS and Ologit results. The sub-sample estimation results

show that young individuals with high school and below education have

stronger blockchain information-seeking intentions. The study provides new

insights into the role of food control risk attitude and agri-food information

traceability and o�ers several measures for policy and practice to realize a

border trajectory in agri-food information disclosure.

KEYWORDS

risk attitude, information-seeking, blockchain traceability, fresh fruit, ordered logit
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Introduction

In developing countries, most consumers have greater access to safe, diversified, and

affordable food. The issue is that consumer attitude toward food safety regarding the new

processes and control infrastructure is often not positive (Frewer et al., 2011; Bearth and

Siegrist, 2016). Traditional supply chains have several loopholes and non-compliance in

the legislation, which shows the weaknesses in safeguarding public health and further

undermines consumer confidence in the food control measures (Kleef et al., 2006). The

key to solving food quality and safety is formulating an effective managementmechanism
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to reveal the quality and safety information with the lowest

management cost to restore consumer confidence in the food

products (Gong et al., 2014). It requires integrated systems and

information technology to increase the supply of food quality

and safety information (Wang et al., 2013). The food traceability

system has been proved to be an important means to solve the

problem of information and trust in food safety and ensure food

quality and safety (Rodriguez-Salvador and Dopico, 2020; Islam

and Cullen, 2021).

In recent years, blockchain technology is gradually applied

to the food traceability system and has become a potential

solution to the dilemma of food traceability due to the

multiple interconnections between its characteristics and

agricultural product supply chain management (Lin et al., 2019;

Niknejad et al., 2021). Blockchain, with its distributed storage,

common mechanism, encryption algorithm, timestamp, and

other technical characteristics (i.e., immutability, anonymity)

(Creydt and Fischer, 2019; Dey et al., 2021), can generate a

unique electronic label for each product, store the data on

the distributed nodes and connect them by chain (Collart and

Canales, 2022). The consumer can read the Quick Response

(QR), reconstruct the product’s history, and view any relevant

certifications and events associated with the product (Baralla

et al., 2019). Blockchain application can effectively solve the

shortcomings of the current traditional traceability system and

ensure the integrity and authenticity of product information

traceability from “farm to table.” In particular, the newly

emerging blockchain traceability can provide safer, transparent,

and accurate information sharing (Valoppi et al., 2021), and

help improve the trust among supply chain participants (Köhler

and Pizzol, 2020; Markovic et al., 2020). Thus, it ensures the

authenticity and credibility of food characteristics and related

information in the value chain (Galvez et al., 2018).

In the case of information asymmetry, information seeking

is an important part of consumers’ purchasing decision-making

(Kotler and Keller, 2013). Consumers can obtain product

information by seeking necessary information to help them

make judgments and reduce the uncertainty in purchasing.

Labels are one of the channels for food information-seeking

sources (Lioutas, 2014). Traceable QR code, a key labeling

tool for transmitting characteristic product information, turn

information search attributes into trust element attached

through background detailed agricultural products information

(Jin and Zhou, 2014; Lin et al., 2022). Consumers can obtain

the whole industrial chain information about agricultural

products (e.g., planting, harvesting, processing, transportation,

and retail) at a low cost. It effectively discloses the agricultural

products’ internal attribute information and sufficiently reduces

the information asymmetry between buyers and sellers. Some

studies have discussed the blockchain and QR codes from a

technological perspective. To make the food production data

easily accessible, traceable, and verifiable by consumers, Dey

et al. (2021) have created a FoodSQRBlock, which can digitize

the food production information so that the consumers can trace

the food product information easily accessible using the QR

code. Baralla et al. (2019) proposed a generic European agri-food

supply chain traceability system based on blockchain technology

and QR code, which increases trust between organizations and

individuals by reading a QR code. Köhler and Pizzol (2020)

focused on analyzing six cases of blockchain-based technologies

(namely, blockchain technology, data communication, etc.) in

the food supply chain using a technology assessment framework.

Among them, most cases provide product information through

scanning QR codes. Dey et al. (2022) proposed a blockchain-

based multi-layered framework utilizing cloud computing, QR

code, and reinforcement learning to reduce food waste in

different phases of the supply chain. However, little research

about consumers’ intention to trace QR labels based on

blockchain technology is known. Therefore, as a new traceability

solution, the question remained unanswered whether the

consumers are willing to use or scan QR labels based on

blockchain technology. Furthermore, what factors stimulate

consumers’ intentions to scan QR labels for the information

seeking need to be further verified.

A global litany of food scandals and income growth in

developing countries has raised consumers’ food control risk

attitudes. Since food safety work as a credence food attribute,

it potentially leaves room for information asymmetry and

permeates the consumers’ food control risk attitude, especially

for agricultural products (Prashar et al., 2020; Hoffmann et al.,

2021). However, food information with blockchain traceability

has emerged as a well-established market mechanism to mitigate

this problem (Lin et al., 2022). Apart from the fact that

traceability has improved information disclosure, we need to

study to systematically trace how food control risk attitude

influences information seeking, coupled with the impact of

information availability through blockchain-based traceability

system, on consumer risk attitude. Yet, little is known about the

consumer food control risk attitude regarding food blockchain

traceability information, especially for fresh fruits. To this end,

this study provides new insights for a better understanding of

the impacts of food control risk attitude on blockchain traceable

information-seeking intention.

This study explores the consumers’ information-seeking

intention for scanning the traceability QR label based on

blockchain technology. It also examines the impact of

risk attitude on information-seeking intention. Identifying

consumers’ intention for information seeking, especially in

the wake of frequent food quality and safety incidents, holds

sufficient insights to guide policymakers. In this work, we take

blockchain-certified traceable fresh fruits with QR label as a case

to study consumers’ information-seeking intentions and risk

attitudes. Doing so provides cues on promoting the blockchain

traceability certification and mitigating information asymmetry

vis-à-vis restoring consumer confidence in advanced value

chain systems.
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The remainder of this study is arranged as follows.

The next section is literature review, followed by empirical

strategy and detailed information on the data source, variable

selection, and empirical models. Next, empirical results and

discussion are presented. Finally, the study conclusions, policy

implications, new insights, limitations, and future research

direction are acknowledged.

Literature review

The consumer is an important stakeholder in the market

mechanism (Bojnec et al., 2019). Yet, the literature on

consumers’ willingness toward blockchain traceability

information is limited. For example, Thomasson (2019)

pointed out that consumers significantly accepted the products

traced by the blockchain and were willing to spend up to 90 s

reading the source information obtained by scanning the code.

Lin et al. (2021) studied the factors influencing the intention

of the organic food blockchain traceability system by building

a conceptual framework based on the information success

model and the theory of planned behavior. Their results showed

that attitude and perceived behavior control, system quality,

information quality, and service quality were significantly and

positively related to consumer trust. And, trust significantly

influences the willingness to use the blockchain traceability

system. In addition, Dionysis et al. (2022) studied consumer

willingness to purchase blockchain traceable coffee based on

online survey data. It shows that attitude, perceived behavior

control, and environmental protection measures promote

blockchain traceable coffee purchase intention. Most recent

studies mainly focus on meat and coffee buying through

blockchain traceability. Therefore, a need exists to explore

common products, especially fresh fruits, which account for a

substantial proportion of households’ daily food consumption.

The risk attitude literature differentiates between the

perceived and actual risks related to unhygienic food conditions.

The consumers’ judgment of actual risk is inherent through

risk attitude (Schroeder et al., 2007). Evidence shows that food

control risk perception determines consumers’ consumption

of unsafe food (Lagerkvist et al., 2013; Evans et al., 2020),

promoting information-seeking behavior (Lusk and Coble,

2005). Information seeking is important for learning, social

behavior, and decision-making (Kelly and Sharot, 2021). A

recent strand of the literature indicated various drivers of

information seeking. Inter alia, trust and risk perception

(Jin et al., 2020), information source characteristics and

demographics (Desta et al., 2019), social psychological (Chang

et al., 2017), cognitive and affective factors (Zhao and Liu,

2021), consumer social network (Lee, 2014), social media

exposure (He and Li, 2021), social environment (Yang and

Kahlor, 2013), and cognitive barriers to information seeking

(Savolainen, 2015) are major ones. According to Boot and

Meijman (2010), these driving factors include psychology, mass

communication, library and information science, and medical

science. However, regarding food consumption, based on the

risk attitude, consumers decide to buy various products, namely,

pork (Liu and Wu, 2013), genetically modified food (Zhu et al.,

2018), and fresh food (Zhang and Liu, 2010).

Food control risk attitude refers to technical concepts of

intuitive psychology capturing various temperaments that can

be exhibited under different situations (Baccelli, 2018), which

plays an important role in decision-making. Studies pointed out

that risk attitude influences online shopping (Wu and Chang,

2007), street food consumption (Choi et al., 2013), organic

foods consumption (Saba and Messina, 2003), healthy eating

(Szabo et al., 2019), purchase intention toward GM food (Hassan

et al., 2016), and poultry purchase intention (Heikkila et al.,

2013). Most existing studies utilize the risk perception attitude

framework to evaluate the relationship between risk attitude

and information seeking and mainly focus on individuals’

risk perception and consumer efficacy (Turner et al., 2006;

Deng and Liu, 2017). Given this framework, each individual

is categorized for each scenario as responsive to evaluate the

given risk level(s). For example, higher risk, higher efficacy

(avoidant), higher risk, lower efficacy (proactive), lower risk,

higher efficacy (indifferent), lower risk, lower efficacy, and the

likelihood of information seeking are different for four scenarios

(Grasso and Bell, 2015). Likewise, Zhu et al. (2018) noted

that risk perception is a significant determinant of information

seeking, and risk attitude is determined by consumer perception

and information seeking. Some scholars found that health

self-efficacy significantly moderates the relationship between

perceived risk and information seeking (Deng and Liu, 2017).

The study contributes to the strand of literature on

consumer behavior in many ways. First, the research object

is novel. The existing studies mainly focus on the traditional

product traceability system. Blockchain traceability belongs

to the technological frontier, which has not been popularized

for a long time, particularly for fresh fruits. Therefore, we

choose fresh fruit as a case to explore the agricultural product

supply chain and traceability as the core, describing the

research status and development of blockchain technology

in the agricultural field, and further exploring solutions to

different application problems. Second, the data used are

quite interesting, especially for suggesting coherent policy

actions. The sampled areas in this work belong to traceable

pilot cities in China. Likewise, the economic development

levels of the sampled cities are different, ensuring the sample’s

representativeness and data validity, which is an important

factor that has been overlooked in prior studies. Third, we study

the interplay between the combination of information seeking

and blockchain traceability as a major feature in this article,

which has not been explored so far. Furthermore, the study

provides robust estimates by simultaneously employing three

empirical methods—OLS, Ologit, and PSM—to overcome the
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FIGURE 1

Maps of the study site.

plethora of econometric challenges. The study findings may

serve as a guide for researchers and practitioners interested

in blockchain technology, enhance the comprehension of

information disclosure, and consequently encourage the

development and implementation of agri-food traceability.

Method and modeling approach

Data collection

The study data set comes from the online survey conducted

in Nanjing, Beijing, Xi’an, and Fuzhou in 2021 (Figure 1). In

the survey, we considered factors such as regional economic

development and residents’ consumption habits to include

respondents from four pilot cities, namely, Nanjing, Beijing,

Xi’an, and Fuzhou. These four cities are part of traceability

systems pilot cities implemented in the People’s Republic of

China. According to National Bureau of Statistics (2020), the

per capita disposable income of urban residents in Beijing,

Nanjing, Fuzhou, and Xi’an is $10,996, $7614, $6794, and $4962,

respectively. It represents the regions with different economic

FIGURE 2

Blockchain traceability QR label.

development levels, enhancing the data credibility and results

produced. Furthermore, we consider the harvesting time of

fruits and thus list one after another in summer. The final online

survey was conducted in April and May of 2021.
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The key reasons for conducting the online survey were the

followings: purposively reach fresh buyers, cover four major

pilot cities, and overcome mobility issues due to the spread

of COVID-19. Most cities in China have implemented strict

epidemic prevention policies to restrict or prohibit mobility,

especially in areas at risk of positive infection during the

COVID-19 epidemic. At all stages of questionnaire development

and online survey, we tried to overcome self-selection bias as

71.6% of Chinese are frequent mobile internet users (China

Internet Network Information Center., 2021); hence it helps

overcome this problem (Olsen, 2009; Windle and Rolfe,

2011). Likewise, compared with email, telephone, and face-to-

face questionnaire interviews, online surveys are increasingly

popular among researchers due to their low cost and high

efficiency (Hu and Veeman, 2006; Fleming and Bowden, 2009).

Furthermore, many research studies fully support the suitability

of online surveys for the current study objectives (Loo et al.,

2011; Nielsen, 2011; Tonsor and Shupp, 2011).

To ensure the validity of the online survey, we systematically

performed various measures. First, before the formal survey, the

research team conducted an offline pre-investigation in Nanjing

in April 2021, randomly intercepting respondents in three

representative places by visiting supermarkets, communities,

and shopping malls. Second, seven graduate students who

were later well-trained and familiar with the questionnaire’s

content were selected. The investigator(s) randomly selected

one consumer from every three who came into sight as the

potential sample. Those willing to participate and complete

the survey were taken as valid respondents. The questionnaire

survey was mainly conducted by scanning two-dimensional

code, supplemented by a paper questionnaire (for those who

are not convenient to fill in with a mobile phone). As

a pre-test, 33 valid samples were finally obtained. Based

on the pre-testing information, the survey questionnaire

was revised to make it more inclusive and insightful, and

the formal online survey was implemented. Second, we set

screening rules for respondents at the beginning of the

survey questionnaire. Per se, respondents must meet three

screening conditions before they can formally answer the

question, (i) the respondents must be the main household

food buyers, (ii) they purchased fruit in the past month,

and (iii) they are above 18 years old above. Notably,

we used trap questions as attention seekers (i.e., to test

whether the respondents paid attention to the questionnaire.

Likewise, we added another question after using the 5-

point Likert scale to measure risk attitude: please choose

somewhat disagree.) and maintained a minimum time limit

for each part of the questionnaire. The formal questionnaire

was divided into three parts: (1) respondents’ attention to

current food quality and safety, risk perception, and traceability

awareness; (2) preference for fruit blockchain traceability

information, purchase intention, and scan intention; and (3)

socio-demographic information.

In the formal survey, the “Questionnaire Star Company”

(https://www.wjx.cn/) was responsible for randomly distributing

questionnaires into the databases of four cities and data

collection from April 12 to May 20, 2021. A total of

1,126 questionnaires were collected. After eliminating the

questionnaires with missing answers, wrong answers, or answers

with obvious logical errors, we got 1058 valid questionnaires,

with an effective rate of 91%. Among them, the valid samples

of Nanjing, Beijing, Xi’an, and Fuzhou are 284 (including, pre-

survey samples), 257, 261, and 256, respectively.

Data description and summary statistics

Labels can inform consumers about certain characteristics

of foods (i.e., protected designation of origin, protected

geographical indication, and organic label) (Bojnec et al., 2019).

In this study, information seeking refers to consumers’ search

behavior for the QR label of fresh fruits. QR code in digital form

has really good resistance against defacement or error correction

(Dey et al., 2022).

The particularity of the blockchain traceability label is

that it requires smartphones to scan the QR code to obtain

related product information (Figure 2). Therefore, we call this

behavior—whether consumers are likely to scan the blockchain

traceable QR code—an information-seeking intention.

The questionnaire measures consumers’ information-

seeking intention by asking the question (if you see the

“blockchain traceability QR code” on fresh fruit, how likely are

you to scan the code to query traceable information) and taking

their responses on a 5-point Likert scale (5 extremely unlikely

to 1 extremely likely). Survey results indicate that consumers

answered “extremely unlikely,” accounting for 1.13%; answered

“unlikely,” accounting for 3.97%; those who answered “neither

likely nor unlikely” are 251 consumers, accounting for 23.72%;

who answered “likely,” accounting for 49.24%; those answered

“extremely likely,” accounting for 21.93%. Most consumers are

willing to seek traceable information by scanning blockchain

traceability QR code.

Referring to existing research (Pennings et al., 2002;

Lusk and Coble, 2005; Jin et al., 2017; Ha et al., 2020),

the questionnaire measures consumers’ risk attitudes as

independent variables by asking four questions in our study: (1)

although I often hear bad news regarding pesticide residues and

illegal use of preservatives and industrial waxes, this does not

affect my fresh fruit purchasing behavior, (2) I do not care about

production origin when buying fresh fruits, (3) when eating

fresh fruits, I never worry about pesticide residues, preservatives,

or industrial waxes, and (4) I can accept the health risks

caused by eating fresh fruits containing chemicals. Responses

to these four questions were noted on a 5-point Likert scale (1

strongly disagree to 5 strongly agree). Finally, the average value

of the four question options represents the consumers’ food
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control risk attitude. The higher the value, the stronger the risk

preference. Otherwise, the lower the value, the stronger the risk

aversion. According to the descriptive statistics in Table 1, the

average risk attitude of consumers is 2.45. It implies that most

people have a weaker tolerance level for food control risks.

Other potential factors affecting consumers’ information-

seeking intention are introduced; such as individual basic

characteristics, namely, gender, education, age, and marriage.

Family characteristics include the demographic structure

and family income. Furthermore, individual cognition

characteristics include food safety perception, origin

concern, information demand, and traceability cognition,

food poisoning experience.

Among them, by referring to the existing relevant research

experience (Michaelidou and Hassan, 2010; Xu et al., 2019),

food safety perception is measured by four questions. (1) How

concerned are you about the excessive pesticide residues in

food? (2) How concerned are you about the illegal use of

additives in food? (3) How concerned are you about the overuse

of antibiotics in food? (4) How concerned about food-borne

disease outbreaks (e.g., disease-causing bacteria in fresh fruits

and vegetables)? Responses to these four questions were taken

on a 5-point Likert scale (1 not at all concerned to 5 extremely

concerned). Finally, the average value of the four question

options represents the consumers’ food safety perception level.

The larger the value, the stronger the food safety perception. The

specific definitions and descriptive statistics of all variables are

shown in Table 1.

Modeling

Since consumers’ information-seeking intention variables

belong to typical sorting data, following the literature

(Wooldridge, 2010; Li et al., 2020; Vita et al., 2022), an Ordered

logit model (hereinafter referred to as Ologit) is constructed.

The specific setting of the model is as follows:

Infser
∗

i = α0 + γ1Riski +
∑m

m=1
βmControlim + εi (1)

In formula (1), Infser
∗

i is the latent variable of consumers’

information-seeking intention, Riski is consumers’ risk attitude;

Controlim is m control variables that may affect consumer

information-seeking intention; α0 is a constant term, γ1 and βm

are the parameters to be estimated in the model, εi is the residual

disturbance term, and it is assumed to follow the standard

normal distribution.

Infseri =



























1, If Infser
∗

i ≤ C1

2, If C1 < Infser
∗

i ≤ C2

3, If C2 < Infser
∗

i ≤ C3

4, If C3 < Infser
∗

i ≤ C4

5, If C4 < Infser
∗

i

(2)

In formula (2), Infseri represents the consumer information

seeking, and C1∼C5 are the cut points. When Infser
∗

i < C1,

consumers are extremely unlikely to seek information (Infser
∗

i =

1); when C1 < Infser
∗

i ≤ C2, consumers are unlikely to seek

information (Infser
∗

i = 2); when C2 < Infser
∗

i ≤ C3, consumers

are uncertain about information seeking (Infser
∗

i = 3); when

C3 < Infser
∗

i ≤ C4, consumers are likely to seek information

(Infser
∗

i = 4), and when C4 < Infser
∗

i , consumers are extremely

likely to seek information (Infser
∗

i = 5). From equation (2),

the likelihood function of the sample can be obtained, and the

MLE estimator can be obtained, which is the Ologit model.

Since the economic meaning of the estimated coefficients of the

Ologit model is not intuitive and the amount of information

given is limited, this study mainly reports the marginal effect of

each explanatory variable on the information-seeking intention

(Infser
∗

i = 5).

Results

Basic regression analysis

Since the estimation results of the OLS regression and

the ordered selection model are highly consistent (Ferrer-I-

Carbonell and Frijters, 2004), this study estimated the OLS

model and Ologit model simultaneously to use the OLS

estimates as a reference. The results are shown in Table 2;

only the core explanatory variable risk attitude is introduced

in columns (1) and (4), the control variables are introduced

in columns (2) and (5), and the control variables and regional

dummy variable are introduced in columns (3) and (6).

Comparing the regression results, among the six regression

results, the impact of risk attitude on consumer information

seeking is significantly negative at a 1% level. It indicates the

stronger the degree of risk preference of consumers, in other

words, the greater the tolerance of food quality and safety

risk, the less they seek information by scanning the blockchain

traceable QR code on the packaging of agricultural products.

These findings are consistent with the research conclusions

of Quan and Zeng (2013). Hence, the higher the degree of

food safety risk aversion, the higher the amount of consumer

information seeking, because high perception may increase

consumers’ uncertainty in seeking information to evaluate

risks (Verbeke, 2005a; Kuttschreuter, 2006). Besides, higher

risk perception regarding food control risks makes people feel

more anxious and threatened, and expands the gap between
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TABLE 1 Variable definitions and summary statistics.

Variables Variable definition Mean SD Min Max

Dependent variable

Information-seeking

Intention

The possibility of scanning the blockchain traceability QR code, with the

value of 1∼5

3.869 0.837 1 5

Key Independent variable

Risk attitude Consumer’s risk attitude toward fruit quality and safety, taken at 5-point

Likert scale 1∼5

2.448 0.678 1 4.75

Control variables

Individual cognitive characteristics

Food safety perception Consumer’s perception of food safety, with the value of 1∼5 4.102 0.636 1 5

Origin concern Degree of concern about false origin labeling of food. From not at all

concerned to extremely concerned, assign from 1 to 5 in turn

3.611 0.996 1 5

Information demand Degree of concern about product handling, practices (planting, breeding,

processing, transportation, retail) when buying fresh produce. From not at

all concerned to extremely concerned, assign from 1 to 5 in turn

3.578 0.968 1 5

Traceability cognition Whether heard of “food traceability system” or “traceable agricultural

products” or “traceable food,” yes= 1, no= 0

0.847 0.360 0 1

Food poisoning experience Whether experienced food poisoning or not. yes=1, no=0 0.063 0.244 0 1

Individual basic characteristics

Gender Female= 1, male= 0 0.604 0.489 0 1

Education The high school and below educated= 1, the college educated= 2, the

graduate educated or above= 3

2.028 0.414 1 3

Age Young (29 years and under)= 1, the middle-aged (30∼49 years old)= 2,

the elderly (50 years and above)= 3

1.560 0.559 1 3

Marriage Married= 1, Unmarried= 0 0.422 0.494 0 1

Family characteristics

Number of children Family with fewer children (with 1 child and under)= 1, family with two

children= 2, family with more children (with 3 children and above)= 3

1.757 0.662 1 3

Family income low-income (<$7,450/year)= 1, middle income ($7.450∼22,350/year)=

2,high-income (more than $22,350/year)= 3

2.411 0.667 1 3

the information they need and their relevant knowledge,

which will further stimulates information-seeking attitude (Yang

et al., 2020). Based on the estimate in column (6), consumers

with high-risk preferences have a 5.7% lower probability of

information seeking than consumers with low-risk preferences.

In terms of other control variables, most variables

significantly impact consumers’ information seeking; these

findings also endorse prior results (Dinpanah and Lashgarara,

2011; Quan and Zeng, 2013). Compared to men, women’s

information-seeking intention for fresh fruits is weaker. This

finding supports the strand of literature on the role of gender

in online shopping. Prior studies indicated that women have

less trust in online shopping than men (Rodgers and Harris,

2003). In terms of age, middle-aged and young people have

stronger information-seeking intentions. It implies that the

higher the consumer’s age, the lower the acceptance of new

knowledge and skills, and the weaker the intention to obtain

product information by scanning blockchain traceable QR

codes. From the perspective of marginal effect, young people

have the strongest information-seeking intention. According to

Demirci et al. (2021), young people are more inclined toward

the latest technologies, processes, and information seeking.

Regarding family size, families with fewer children have stronger

intentions to seek information, and families with more children

do not heed information seeking. The presence of children

in the household drives parents’ motivation to seek adequate

nutrition and wholesome food (Verbeke, 2005b). In terms of

income, middle and high-income groups pay more attention

to product quality and safety and have a stronger intention to

obtain product information attributes. Regarding the marginal

effect, high-income groups have the strongest intention to seek

information. These results also align with Beaudoin and Hong

(2011) findings, suggesting that income is positively related

to information seeking. The stronger consumers’ perception

of food safety, the more they are inclined to seek information

related to product quality.
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TABLE 2 Impact of food control risk attitude on consumer information seeking.

OLSModel Ologit Model (Marginal effects)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Core Independent variable

Risk attitude −0.290*** (0.040) − 0.129***(0.040) −0.130*** (0.040) −0.118***(0.016) −0.057*** (0.016) −0.057***(0.016)

Control variables

Gender −0.137*** (0.048) −0.136*** (0.048) −0.066*** (0.019) −0.065***(0.019)

Education (The high school and below educated is the reference group)

College educated 0.003(0.097) 0.031 (0.098) −0.00002 0.009 (0.037)

Graduate educated or above 0.063(0.125) 0.103 (0.125) 0.024 (0.051) 0.039 (0.051)

Age (Elderly is the reference group)

Young 0.237* (0.143) 0.215 (0.143) 0.096** (0.042) 0.091** (0.042)

Middle-aged 0.210 (0.142) 0.195 (0.142) 0.078* (0.041) 0.075* (0.042)

Food poisoning experience 0.053 (0.103) 0.066 (0.100) 0.027 (0.038) 0.030 (0.037)

Marriage −0.088* (0.050) −0.071 (0.051) −0.029 (0.019) −0.024 (0.020)

Number of children (Family with fewer children is the reference group)

With two children 0.098 (0.061) 0.095 (0.061) 0.039* (0.023) 0.037* (0.023)

With more children 0.030 (0.092) −0.001 (0.092) 0.025 (0.034) 0.012 (0.034)

Family income (Low-income is the reference group)

Middle-income 0.144 (0.089) 0.141 (0.089) 0.051* (0.030) 0.049* (0.030)

High-income 0.145 (0.092) 0.156* (0.093) 0.059* (0.031) 0.063** (0.031)

Food safety perception 0.209*** (0.049) 0.204*** (0.048) 0.076*** (0.018) 0.074*** (0.018)

Origin concern 0.066** (0.029) 0.063** (0.029) 0.027** (0.011) 0.026** (0.011)

Information demand 0.109*** (0.030) 0.109*** (0.030) 0.45*** (0.012) 0.046*** (0.012)

Traceability cognition 0.292*** (0.075) 0.287*** (0.075) 0.112*** (0.028) 0.112*** (0.028)

_cons 4.578*** (0.099) 2.162*** (0.289) 2.244*** (0.297) — — —

Regional variables Uncontrolled Uncontrolled Controlled Uncontrolled Uncontrolled Controlled

R2 0.055 0.181 0.190 — — —

Pseudo R2 — — — 0.026 0.088 0.092

Wald chi2 — — — 58.00 209.43 218.78

Number of obs 1058 1058 1058 1058 1058 1058

The values in parentheses are robust standard errors; *** , ** , and * represent 1%, 5%, and 10% statistical significance levels, respectively.
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FIGURE 3

Probability distribution of propensity score value between pre-processing group and control group.

TABLE 3 Matching results of scores of di�erent tendencies.

Matching method Treated Controls ATT S.E. T-stat ATTmean

Nearest neighbor matching (1:1) 3.696 3.867 −0.171** 0.072 −2.39 −0.189

Nearest neighbor matching (1:4) 3.696 3.877 −0.181*** 0.063 −2.85

Local linear matching 3.696 3.896 −0.200*** 0.072 −2.79

Spline matching 3.696 3.898 −0.202*** 0.064 −3.17

The nearest neighbor matching adopts the method of putting back; *** and ** represent 1% and 5% statistical significance levels, respectively.

The results of individual cognitive characteristics indicate

that the more consumers are likely to pay more attention to

the origin of products, the more they scan the blockchain

traceable QR code to seek product information, especially the

information related to the origin of products. Information

demand and traceability cognition have a significant positive

impact on consumers’ information seeking. It implies that

the higher consumers’ information demand and cognition of

traceable agricultural products, the stronger the intention to

obtain product information by scanning blockchain traceable

QR codes.

Correcting selective bias

We use the propensity score matching to correct the possible

presence of self-selection bias and improve the robustness of the

empirical results. First, according to the variable characteristics
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TABLE 4 Results of heterogeneity analysis.

Variables Classification by age (Marginal effect) Classification by education (Marginal effect)

Young Middle-aged Elderly High school

and below

educated

College-

educated

Graduate

educated or

above

Risk attitude −0.059***

(0.021)

−0.045*

(0.024)

−0.148

(0.177)

−0.139**

(0.058)

−0.054***

(0.017)

−0.001

(0.054)

Control variables Controlled Controlled Controlled Controlled Controlled Controlled

Regional variables Controlled Controlled Controlled Controlled Controlled Controlled

Pseudo R2 0.095 0.106 0.322 0.275 0.093 0.160

Wald chi2 108.85 112.25 — 51.68 185.57 31.55

Number of obs 501 522 35 76 876 106

The values in parentheses are robust standard errors; *** , ** , and * represent 1%, 5%, and 10% statistical significance levels, respectively.

of the PSM model, the variable of consumer risk attitude

is reconstructed, the value of consumer risk attitude ≥2.5

is considered risk preference type, with a value of 1, and

the value <2.5 is taken risk aversion type, with a value of

0. Furthermore, consumers are divided into risk preference

and risk aversion. The propensity scores of the two groups

of samples are matched. The probability distribution of the

propensity scores of the two groups before and after matching is

shown in Figure 3. Before matching, the difference between risk

preference and risk aversion consumers is significant, decreasing

significantly after matching, indicating that the matching

effect is good.

This study calculates the average treatment effect on the

treated (ATT) of the matched risk preference and risk aversion

samples; the results are shown in Table 3. Whether it is

nearest neighbor matching, local linear matching, or spline

matching with 500 iterations of the autonomous sampling

method, the results of ATT show that after eliminating

the observable systematic differences between samples, the

intention of risk preference consumers to seek product

information is weaker. This implies that consumers with strong

risk preferences are less likely to scan blockchain traceable

QR codes.

Furthermore, the ATT calculated by nearest neighbor

matching (1:1) is significant at the statistical level at 5%,

and the other three matching results are significant at 1%.

The ATT value obtained after spline matching is the largest,

which is −0.202, and the ATT value obtained after nearest

neighbor matching (1:1) is the smallest, which is −0.171. The

ATT values obtained by different matching methods have little

difference, with a mean value of −0.189. Thus, risk preference

consumers have weaker information-seeking intentions than

risk-averse consumers. These results endorse the robustness

of the above empirical estimates based on the OLS and

Ologit model.

Heterogeneity analysis

Heterogeneity analysis generally divides the total sample

into different groups according to a certain standard, to explore

the differences in the results of the same study in different

samples. The above analysis confirms the impact of consumers’

risk attitude on fresh fruit information seeking from the full

sample level; it does not consider the differences between

different consumer groups. Therefore, we further investigate the

age and education heterogeneity of the impact of risk attitude

on consumers’ information seeking. The estimated results are

shown in Table 4.

Among the age group, the risk attitude of the elderly is not

related to information seeking, which may be due to the small

sample size of the elderly group, only 35 samples. For young

and middle-aged people, risk attitude significantly negatively

impacts their information seeking at the statistical level of 1%

and 10%, respectively. The marginal effect indicates that the

probability of young people with a strong risk preference for

information seeking is significantly lower than young people

with a weak risk preference by 5.9%. Likewise, the probability

of middle-aged people with strong risk preference seeking

information with blockchain QR codes is significantly lower

than middle-aged people with weak risk preference by 4.5%. It

indicates that young people with strong risk preferences have a

weaker intention to seek information. It suggests that the risk

attitude greatly impacts young people’s information seeking. The

possible reason is that the information-seeking motivation of

young people is stronger than the elderly (Demirci et al., 2021).

From the grouping of education level, the risk attitude of

the group with graduate education or above has no significant

impact on information seeking, which may be related to the

small sample size of this group, only 106 samples. For groups

with high school and below education and university education,

the impact of risk attitude on information seeking is significantly
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TABLE 5 Results of robustness test.

Variables Replace model Replace core independent variable Replace dependent variable

Oprobit model Ologit model Oprobit model Ologit model Oprobit model

Core Independent variable

Risk attitude −0.053***

(0.015)

−0.073***

(0.020)

−0.069***

(0.019)

−0.073***

(0.027)

−0.068***

(0.026)

Control variables Controlled Controlled Controlled Controlled Controlled

Regional variables Controlled Controlled Controlled Controlled Controlled

Pseudo R2 0.089 0.091 0.088 0.110 0.108

Wald chi2 225.15 217.10 227.05 166.65 174.28

Number of obs 1,058 1,058 1,058 1,058 1,058

The values in parentheses are robust standard errors; *** , represent 1% statistical significance levels.

negative at the statistical level of 1%. From the perspective of

marginal effect, the probability of information seeking in high

school and below educated groups with strong risk preference

is significantly lower than those with weak risk preference

by 13.9%. The probability of information seeking in college-

educated groups with strong risk preference is significantly

lower than that of those with weak risk preference by 5.4%,

which indicates that the intention of information seeking

in high school and below educated groups with strong risk

preference is weaker. The risk attitude has a greater impact

on information seeking of groups with high school education

and below. Because people with a lower education level

perceived the information to be significantly more complex

than higher educated participants (Rutsaert et al., 2015), it is

more necessary for them to seek traceable information to make

rational decisions.

Robustness test

Referring to existing research (Zhai et al., 2022), we

follow a range of robustness measures to test the robustness

of the aforementioned results. First, we applied the change

model and replaced the Ologit model with the Oprobit model

for regression. Second, we transformed the core explanatory

variable and used the binary risk attitude variable in the

above PSM analysis to conduct the regression of Ologit and

Oprobit, respectively. Third, transformed the explained variable

and combined the “extremely unlikely” and “unlikely” in the

information seeking of the explained variable into “unlikely,”

“likely” and “extremely likely” into “likely,” assigning values of 1

and 3, respectively. Likewise, we assign values of “neither likely

nor unlikely” to 2 to form a new explained variable and carry

out the regression of the Ologit model and Oprobit model. The

robustness test results are shown in Table 5. The risk attitude

variable is significantly negative at the statistical level of 1%.

Thus, it supports the conclusion that risk attitude significantly

and negatively impacts consumers’ information seeking.

Conclusion and discussion

Blockchain traceability information is making headway in

the marketing sector to mitigate information asymmetry and

optimize processes and efficiencies. As the agri-food sector

embraces the benefits of blockchain technology, the need to

stay competitive would ultimately drive the transformation

to information traceability. The nature of markets mandates

competitors to stay relevant to survive, which results in

broader agri-food information disclosure and consumer welfare.

Likewise, information seeking is feasible for consumers to screen

product quality to ensure food quality and safety. This study

takes fresh fruit with blockchain traceability QR labels as an

example to systematically investigate the impact of risk attitude

on consumers’ information seeking. This study used online

survey data of 1,058 fresh fruit buyers from four traceability

pilot project cities in China. The study provides several insights

into promoting the broader trajectory of the food blockchain

traceability system.

The study findings provide coherent policy measures for

food suppliers to realize a broader agri-food information

traceability. First, the findings show that risk attitude negatively

impacts consumers’ information-seeking intention. It implies

that the stronger consumers’ risk preference, the probability

of “extremely likely” seeking information through scanning

blockchain traceable QR code is significantly reduced by

5.7%. Second, we used propensity score matching to correct

the possible presence of self-selection bias and improve the

robustness of the empirical results. The PSM results reinforce the

OLS results above and justify the appropriateness of the study

estimates. It suggests that the stronger the risk preference, the

weaker the consumers’ information-seeking intention.
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Third, the sub-sample estimate shows that risk attitude’s

impact on consumer information seeking is heterogeneous

in age and education. Specifically, the impact of the risk

attitude of young people on information seeking is stronger

than others. Likewise, the risk attitude of high school and

below education groups on information seeking is stronger

than that of university education groups. These findings

imply that blockchain traceability information improves the

consumers’ confidence in agri-food products derived from

encrypted information and certification. Likewise, findings

endorse the notion that young, educated, high-income, and

men have stronger positive intentions for blockchain traceable

information. Therefore, improving the trust component and

expectations about blockchain operations to create a stronger

technology-based information system is apparent.

Furthermore, the heterogeneity in consumers’

characteristics might be an opportunity to tap the world’s

biggest and most diversified Chinese population. The findings

suggest that organizations and marketing endeavors should

concentrate more on creating awareness about the effectiveness

and transparency of blockchain traceability. The study

inculcates that the blockchain enterprises’ concentration should

be directed to influence the household decision-makers to

prefer blockchain traceable foods. Moreover, the blockchain

traceability system should upgrade anticounter measures

for stakeholders in the manufacturing domain to overcome

loopholes and distrust elements along with the supply chain

traceability system.

Policy implications and way forward

This work helps blockchain food enterprises better

understand the role of consumers’ food control risk attitude

in seeking traceable agri-food information. Based on the

conclusions, the following policy implications are suggested.

First, it is apparent to ensure the effectiveness of the

blockchain traceability system to revamp the consumer trust

in the new value chain and advanced systems. Consumers’

information seeking intends to obtain more information about

the quality and safety of agricultural products through the

blockchain traceability system, which can convert the trust

attributes of food into the search attributes to reduce consumers’

risk perception, which is conducive to better product diagnosis

and purchase decisions. Therefore, agricultural enterprises

should improve the attractiveness and perceived usefulness of

the blockchain traceability system. QR codes can become the

main label of blockchain traceability authentication products.

Consumers can easily access, track and verify the traceability

information by scanning the label through smartphones, thus

reducing the learning cost of consumers on the blockchain

traceability system of fresh agricultural products.

Second, blockchain traceability enterprises should use

correct information to guide consumers’ risk attitudes toward

food quality and safety. In such a way, it would become

an effective means to build consumer confidence in traceable

food quality and safety information. Simultaneously, it might

help regulate market mechanisms to ensure food quality and

safety through blockchain traceability, and therefore, can break

the dilemma of the “lemon market” of agricultural products.

Third, at the regional level, new traceable certification—

like blockchain traceability—is suggested in the regions with

relatively high economic development to realize a rapid and

broader acceptance of such profound information disclosing

system. Furthermore, there is a dire need to promote blockchain

traceability, especially by targeting highly educated and young

groups, individuals, and areas with the upper class and

elite living to help promote blockchain traceability on a

wider scale.

The study rigorously addresses the proposed questions,

yet it has some limitations, which might be avenues for

future research. First, this study does not further discuss the

impact of risk attitude on consumers’ actual information-

seeking costs and associated benefits. Likewise, this study

overlooked the deviation between consumers’ information-

seeking intention and behavior. Future studies can build a

theoretical framework to analyze the factors influencing this

deviation to put forward more practical strategies for promoting

blockchain traceability systems. Second, we take the fresh

fruit as the research case; although it has relevance, it may

lack general application. Whether consumers are willing to

use blockchain information labels may vary according to

different categories of agricultural products. In the future, it

can be extended to more categories of agricultural products,

such as pork, rice, and vegetables. It would help explore the

impact of risk attitude using blockchain traceability systems for

different agricultural products to develop specific blockchain

traceability information systems solutions to meet consumers’

needs. Last, the traceability information seeking studied in this

article does not specifically refer to the type of information

searched. Further studies can investigate consumers’ preferences

for traceability information of locally produced or short-

chain food.
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